Connect to Cornell & Careers

4-H is the youth development program of Cooperative Extension. 4-H Career Explorations goals are to:
- Connect kids to Cornell
- Spark youth interest in career pathways
- Develop youth academic, leadership, and life skills
- Provide an opportunity for youth to experience college life

3 fun-filled days at Cornell divided into 2 tracks:

**University U**
(youth entering grades 8 - 9)
Youth tour campus and participate in 6 different workshops led by Cornell departments.

**Focus for Teens**
(teen entering grades 10 - 12)
A more intense program where youth spend 3 days with a specific Cornell Department.

June 27 to June 29, 2017

4-H CAREER EXPLORATIONS

Cornell University Cooperative Extension

learn more: http://bit.ly/nys4HCareerEx